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	T his is a book about getting the best out of .NET. It's based on the philosophy that the best

	approach to writing good, high-performance, robust applications that take full advantage of

	the features of .NET is to understand what's going on deep under the hood. This means that

	some chapters explore the .NET internals and in particular Common Intermediate Language

	(CIL), and other chapters have a practical basis, covering how to use specific technologies

	such as threading, dynamic code generation, and Windows Management Instrumentation

	(WMI) .





	This book isn't a purely theoretical book for geeks, but it also isn't one of those purely

	problem-solving books that tells you how to write some code to do something without

	explaining how and why it works. Rather, I've sought to combine the twin aspects of practical

	technology: showing how to create specific applications while also diving under the hood of

	the Common Language Runtime (CLR) . I believe that the true advanced .NET developer needs

	both. So a lot of the book is devoted to showing how .NET works; I'll go way beyond the MSDN

	documentation in places-and generally beyond most other .NET books currently available.

	But I never go into some abstract feature just for the sake of it. I always focus on the fact that

	understanding this CLR implementation detail can in some way help you to write better

	code. And some chapters show you how to write better applications in specific areas such as

	Windows Forms, how to take advantage of .NET features such as security, and how to better

	optimize for performance.
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Practical Machine Learning and Image Processing: For Facial Recognition, Object Detection, and Pattern Recognition Using PythonApress, 2019

	
		
			
				
					Gain insights into image-processing methodologies and algorithms, using machine learning and neural networks in Python. This book begins with the environment setup, understanding basic image-processing terminology, and exploring Python concepts that will be useful for implementing the algorithms...
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Beginning Silverlight 3Apress, 2009
Silverlight design tools have important differences compared to those used to create Ajax and JavaScript functionality. Robert Lair takes you on a tour of all the tools, including Microsoft Expression Design, which plays an important part in creating Silverlight assets; Microsoft Expression Blend, which is used to build user...
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Maximum Security (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
Maximum Security, Third Edition provides comprehensive, platform-by-platform coverage of security issues and includes clear, to the point descriptions of the most common techniques hackers use to penetrate systems. In one book, security managers and others interested in computer and network security can learn everything the hackers already know,...
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Endocrine Oncology (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2000

	Stephen P. Ethier and a panel of leading investigators comprehensively analyze the cellular, molecular, and endocrine factors in the development of cancers of the breast, prostate, endometrium, and ovary. Concentrating on defining the most important unresolved issues in the field, the authors review how steroid hormones function to regulate...
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Student Solutions Manual for Late Transcendentals Single VariableW. H. Freeman, 2011

	This is solutions manual to accompany jon rogawski's calculus single variable second edition.
...
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The Art of LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT-G ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		This book is about learning how to write programs for LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robots. The LEGO MINDSTORMS software and its NXT-G programming language are powerful tools that make it easy to write custom programs. This book will teach you how to get the most out of the NXT-G language as you acquire the programming skills necessary to...
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